Welcome! All Red Shed beers are handcrafted at our brewery in Cherry
Valley, New York. We take pride in brewing our product with local NY state
ingredients. Since our beers are grown from local farms, they represent the
season and region from which they were harvested.

PINTS $6
OTSEGO

GOLDEN ALE

HENS $5

TASTERS $2.50

5.5% ABV / 20 IBU MOHAWK

PILSNER

5.0% ABV / 28 IBU

Fresh, clear, and crisp– delicate pilsner Subtle notes of honey, nutty biscuit,
malts and light spicy hops with a crisp, and a pinch of black pepper, this
dry finish.
brilliantly bright American Pilsner
features modest bitterness and a
JESSICA’S
/
5.8% ABV 25 IBU malt forward flavor profile.

RED ALE

American Red Ale with bright citrus
hops, caramel malts and light rye
spiciness.

HOP HARVEST

PALE ALE

5.9% ABV / 35 IBU

A community beer! Homegrown hops
from the region, blended with Saaz,
Cascade, and Chinook. Crisp and
GEORDIE BOY
5.5% ABV / 20 IBU
hoppy, this pale ale is a true taste of
BROWN ALE
local New York.
A classic English Brown, with essence of
chocolate and coffee blended with floral
and herbal hops.
”THE LOCAL”
4.2% ABV / 18 IBU
CHERRY VALLEY

6.1% ABV / 25 IBU

ENGLISH SESSION ALE

Our dark mild has a rich mahogany
color, mild bitterness, low
Dark, rich porter creates warmth through carbonation and malty notes of sweet
cherry wood smoked and chocolate
caramel, nutty toffee and chocolate.
malts, and light floral hops.

SMOKED PORTER

SUNNY BOY

6.5% ABV / 47 IBU

INDIA PALE ALE

Crisp, light IPA with citrus hop punch
from the 100% NY hops added
LOOSE ROOSTER
throughout the entire brewing process.

DOUBLE IPA

8.0% ABV / 40 IBU

Juicy DIPA with balanced hop notes of

STONEHOUSE STOUT 6.8% ABV / 25 IBU peach and mango tied together with a

OATMEAL STOUT

Classic oatmeal stout with low
carbonation and smooth finish.
THE CHOCOLATEER

light bitter finish.

EIGHT ONE SEVEN 8.1% ABV / 18 IBU

SCOTCH ALE

7.4% ABV / 30 IBU This full-bodied beer boasts bold caramel

OATMEAL STOUT

Flavors of dark chocolate, coffee, and
toffee in a rich oatmeal stout.

flavors with a deep burgundy hue and
touches of earthy smoke aroma.

